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word processing ROM ... 
WORDWISE was the very first ROM based product to be made available for the BBC computer and over the 
last couple of years it has become the most popular word processing system for the BBC machine with almost 
50,000 chips now sold. 

It has consistently received excellent reviews lor its 
ease ol use and speed. It takes only minutes for the 
user to become familiar with a powerful professional 
word processing system. 

WORDWISE PLUS is now available extending the original 
program in many unique directions. Not only is the 
program now twice the size but the package includes 
two completely new manuals - an introductory 
manual that gently introduces the newcomer to word 
processing with WORDWISE, and a reference manual 
listing all the commands. 

THE WORDWISE PlUS PACKAGE CONTAINS 
I 16KROM 
2 SPIRAL BOUND REFERENCE MANUAL 

(180 Pages) 
3 INTRODUCTORY MANUAL I 

(56 Pages) ,;~ , · 
4 KEYSfRIP :, , 
5 TYPING TUTOR PROGRAM . "~~ 

(On cassette) 
6 EXAMPLE TEXT 

(On cassette) 
7 EXAMPLE PROGRAMS enabling mall merging, 

index generation etc. 

WORDWISE PLUS is completely compatible with all 
older versions and is able to use existing WORDWISE 
files without modification. 

WORDWISE PLUS FEATURES 
Over the last couple of years we have received 
countless suggestions for ways of extending or adding 
new facilities to WORDWISE. It soon became obvious 
that we would not be able to implement every single 
suggestion. Indeed. each person uses a word processor 
in a different way - each individual has differing 
requirements - a feature that one person may think 
essential another may have no need for. 

We have overcome this problem in two ways. Firstly we 
have included the most commoRiy requested additions 
and improvements. A number of new editing features 
and a few more embedded command have been added. 

Secondly a unique BASIC-like programming language 
has been incorporated. This facility enables the 
capabilities of this word processor to be extended in 
an infinite number of ways. 

The language itself has been designed, like WORDWISE. 
to be simple to use and understand. Many of the 
commands look and act like BASIC commands and so 
will be familiar to many users. However the language 
can control and use all the functions of the word 
processor and can control any aspect of WORDWISE 
PLUS. 

There are over 75 commands and functions in the 
language alone. including numeric and string variables 
and random access file handling. Up to 10 separate 
programs may be held in memory at once and of 
course all the normal WORDWISE editing facilities are 
available to enter and alter the programs. 

At the simplest level this language could be used to 
add new editing features. However more complex and 
powerful programs can of course be written. Four 
useful examples are supplied with the WORDWISE 
PLUS package. 

1) A mail merging program. 

2) An index generating program. 

3) Two column text printout. 

4) Continuous processing. 



..... Must Be A Plus 
Word Processing 
With Wordwise 

All the advantages of a ROM - instantly 
available. One command and your BBC 
machine becomes a powerful word 
processing system. 

Fast and very simple to use. 

The more complex commands are 
menu driven, enabling those totally 
unfamiliar with this software to use 
these more powerful features 
straightaway. 

The function keys are used to full effect 
with a keystrip clearly showing each 
function. 

Block copies and moves. It is possible 
to mark any part of your text , this 
marked section may be instantly moved 
or copied to any other part of your text. 
This cut and paste type of operation is a 
vital part of all word processing 
operations and with WORDWISE it is 
simplicity itself. 

Automatic headings, footings and page 
numbering. When printing a document 
many pages long it is possible to have 
WORD WISE number the pages for you 
and put any heading or footing line on 
each page. 

Unique word counting feature. Ideal for 
journalists, it constantly displays the 
current number of words typed. It also 
allows word counting for specific 
sections of a document. 

Works with all filing systems, such as 
DISC., CASSETTE., and the new 
ADFS. Works with any printer that 
works with the BBC machine (most do) 
and is able to access the special 
features of any printer (italic, subscripts 
etc). There is no need to buy additional 
printer driver programs. 

Here are a few of the things that have 
been said about WORDWISE. 

"WORD WISE offers an extremely user 
friendly program ... it would make an 
excellent choice for someone rather 
apprehensive about word processing." 

.... E&CM 

"WORD WISE has won a devoted fan 
club because of its flexibility and ease of 

" use. 
--·- Practical Computing 

"On the whole WORDWISE is an 
excellent wordprocessor .... 
WORDWISE is thoroughly 
recommended." 

... . VIEWFAX 258 

"WORDWISE is straightforward, 
friendly and excellent value." 

.... Practical Computing 

" ... it is idea/for the home hobbiest and 
small businessman." 

-- ·· A & B Computing 

In The Near Future 

Word Processing with Wordwise Plus 
WORDWISE-PLUS still has WORDWISE as its core therefore it is still ve ry user friendly and 
retains all the features that made WORDWISE the most popular word processor. It now has 
many new additions making this the most flexible word processor yet. 

WORD WISE will continue to be sold alongside WORDWISE-PLUS. For those more specialised 
users who require the added flexibility here are a few of the new features. 

Segments 
When using WORDWISE PLUS, the 
BBCs memory is divided between your 
text and up to 10 'segments'. Each 
segment may contain either a program 
or just normal text. It is therefore 
possible to store and edit up to 11 
separate documents in memory, or 1 
document and 10 programs, or any 
mixture. 

Often when writing letter or articles it is useful to keep a notepad, outlining what you intend 
to write. In WORDWISE PLUS one of the segments could be reserved for an electronic 
notepad. It would be a simple matter to switch between your 'notepad' and your main 
document with just a single key press. 

Some of the New Editing, 
Embedded Commands 

and Wordwise 
Extensions 

WORDWISE-PLUS works with the 
6502 2nd processor. This allows more 
text to be stored in memory and 80 
column previewing no matter how full 
memory is. 

New embedded command FI will fully 
indent text against the right margin. 

New commands for underlining and 
bold printing. The bold and underline 
effects are shown on screen - and it is a 
simple matter to configure these 
features for any printer. 

Saving and loading of text is now up to 
10 times faster on disc, and now the 
computer gives the user a warning if a 
document is going to be overwritten on 
the disc or in memory. 

There is now a working filename - i.e. 
WORDWISE remembers the name of 
the current document being worked 
on. 
New command deletes markers 
automatically. 

It is now possible to print or preview a 
file directly from disc without having to 
load it first. 

Upgrades 

-0 

New embedded command 'PS' allows 
strings to be inserted into the text when 
it is printed. 

New embedded command 'PF' will read 
a document from file while printing and 
interpret any embedded command in 
that file. 

Improved search and replace facilities 
now include wild-cards. 

Example Programs 
Supplied With Wordwise 

Plus 
1) A mail merging program that allows 

names and addresses to be added to 
a standard letter. This is a relatively 
easy job with this language. 

2) An index generating program. This 
finds keywords and generates a 
separate index listing the word and 
the page numbers where the 
keywords occurred. 

3) Two column printout. This program 
will print your text in two columns 
across the page. 

4) Continuous processing. This enables 
the disc user to process and edit 
extremely large documents spread 
over several files as if it were one 
continuous document in memory. 

WORDWISE PLUS for only 
£17.00+VAT. 

Existing users of WORDWISE can 
upgrade to WORDWISE PLUS for £17 
+VAT (£19.55). We are only able to 
offer this service through ourselves at 
the address below. Please return the 
old WORDWISE package complete 
with chip (suitably protected for 
postage) and the manual with your 
cheque or P .0. or quote your Access or 
Barclay number. We will then send you 
the complete new package. 

HI-WORDWISE for 2nd processors that allows even more user memory, 
supplied on disc for less than £5 to WORDWISE-PLUS owners. I ce I Computer Concepts ale A FAST SPELLING CHECKING PROGRAM 

Both WORDWISE and WORDWISE PLUS are available from all good 
computer dealers. Alternatively you can obtain these directly from 
Computer Concepts . 

WORDWISE-PLUS £49.00 +VAT (£56.35) 
WORDWISE £39.00 +VAT (£44.85) 

Computer Concepts, Gaddesden Place, p;: i 
Heme! Hempstead, Herts HP2 6EX 

Telephone: (0442) 63933 


